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THE WINTER EDITION OF IR NEWS IS ONLINE NOW
Challenges aside, 2020 was a busy year for CIRSE which included
several notable highlights. Review the CIRSE 2020 Summit, check
out what’s coming next, and read what members of our society are
up to! This edition includes enlightening interviews with new group
members, information on the new online-proctored EBIR, updates
on ECIO Virtual and much more!

CIRSE 2021
The CIRSE All-Access Pass

Submit your abstract for CIRSE 2021

CIRSE has created an All-Access Pass
for the entirety of its 2021 congresses,
courses, webinars, and online learning
tools, including the CIRSE Academy and
the CIRSE Library, to ensure that your year
in IR will be worry-free!

Abstract submission is now open for
CIRSE 2021 and includes two new
categories: FIRST@CIRSE clinical trials
and trial design and methodology. The
IR Trainee Support programme allows
trainees who submit abstracts as a first or
presenting author to attend the congress
free of charge.

The offer is available until March 4 –
secure yours now!

ECIO

ECIO 2021

VIRTUAL

ECIO Virtual – lung and renal tumours

ECIO 2021

Throughout the half-day webinar, an
international expert faculty will scrutinise
a wide array of aspects of lung and renal
tumour treatment. Registration is free for
CIRSE members and includes on-demand
access to all content from the ECIO Virtual
series.

After ECIO abstract submission was
extended by popular demand, submissions
are now being evaluated and submitters
will receive a decision notification soon.
ECIO 2021 will take place online from
April 10-13. Browse the programme now to
find out what’s in store!

CVIR

CIRSE Library topic package:
pulmonary embolism

Need a good read to start the new
year? Check out this article from the
January edition of CVIR: Genicular Artery
Embolization for Osteoarthritis Related
Knee Pain: A Systematic Review and
Qualitative Analysis of Clinical Outcomes.

Compiled by the CIRSE Online Education
Committee, topic packages showcase the
wealth of CIRSE’s online material in topicfocused contexts. Check out the latest
package, compiled by F. Wolf, focusing
on the management of acute pulmonary
embolism.

be inspIRed. . .
Thematic series on paediatric IR

Student internships

CVIR Endovascular guest editors Dr.
Alex Barnacle and Dr. Anne Marie Cahill
have put together an article collection
dedicated to paediatric IR, detailing the
latest evidence for a range of complex
interventions in children and demonstrating
where best practice lies in this highly
specialised field. Browse the collection!

CIRSE’s ETF has established contacts
to several medical institutions in Europe
who are offering an internship to medical
students to help them learn more about
what working as an interventional
radiologist is like. Make sure to pass this on
to your students!

CIRSE @ APSCVIR

ETF Webinars

The Asia Pacific Society of Cardiovascular
and Interventional Radiology (APSCVIR)
will hold its annual meeting online at the
end of February. Attendees should be sure
not to miss the APSCVIR meets CIRSE
session on February 26!

The European Trainee Forum will conduct
a free webinar with basic or intermediate
content every month during 2021. Make
sure to share with your students and
trainees! The first webinar takes place on
January 28!

IR vacancy of the month

EBIR

The research fellowship at the Memorial
Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York
is still accepting applications until January
31. View this and other IR vacancies or add
an open position from your hospital through
CIRSE’s IR vacancy finder.

The recent remote, online proctored
European Board of Interventional Radiology
exam was the first to allow candidates to
take the exam from anywhere in the world –
and also the first to be offered in a second
language. Click here for more information
and to register!
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